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TAnrji ii —

?Ui natinc or tiro

sohool

Art Claccoo Oboorvod Aoooxsliag
to Captain Sub-ifoadlngcu « • « «

tlon la a ampler creature composed of a nlnd uitih which
to think* a body with xJhlch to onTapoo hi© thoug&te* and a
third intangible faculty which enables hixa to react cootionolly* to fool* to sense* and to poroolvo spiritually*
In a w’orld booot with emotional 111a* the duty of the
schools is to contribute to the spiritual awakening that
alone

0G2i

transform our chaotic universe •

The subjects that

develop inherent creativity* by providing oootional release
and stabilising the personality* aliould not bo regarded as
frills but as necessities.
Ti'xo well defined art program* conceived in breadth and
wisdoa* can greatly aid In the development of the whole per¬
sonality of our future cltisono*
w0no of the cultural dancers of our bine is the increas¬
ing vieariousneos of fclio average o:tporicnoo of life*

Sore and

more we boceao passive spectators of tUo activities of others*
»**«Vto do not practice the arts for pleasure*

And vo need to

do just that to save ourselves frea aoananbullan as a tray of
life*

1

ho need to hoop our spirits stroke with creative doing*n
BxjQrtanco offtrt -due at ion — "art asporienoo la an

essential tool of general education for all children at all
levels of growth*

?his is a recognition of several realities*

Iho first is the special educative significance of the arts*
awi»Vi*ii>aiMinin>ii)» ni>-i<i»r»'iTi[^-ir

—r--fA rr"* 1---

(1) Pearson* Vho Bet; Art Bducofc&on* pp*£4l~4£

Sine© the core or art activity is the organisation of all ex¬
perience into meaningful order, it cones close to the heart
of the educational process by which the human being develops
an elaborate repertoire of discriminating and specialised
behavior out of the few simple and crude responses of the
infant.

The second is the American ideal of equal opportunity

If art experience enables any human being to develop to his
full stature, it cannot bo rightfully denied to any American
child*

The third is the socialising effect of the arts*

If

the success of democracy depends, as we beliovo, upon the in¬
formed and creative participation of all, v/o cannot afford to
leave out of the education of any child any experience which
helps him towards full participation in social living.

This

kind of experience is important, therefore, to all people and
2
as important at one level of growth go at another.”
Heed for Art Education — "Creative art can transform
the environment of man.
otional excitement.

It can change dull routine into em¬

It opens the door through

participation,

to the artf of the ages. It touches all things of use which
3
make up environment •n The opportunity for art education In
the secondary schools should bo given directly In ?;ell round¬
ed courses in drawing painting, design and applied arts.

It

Should indirectly be given by every teacher of every subject,
wherever any expression of taste or selection of quality

(2) Biz, Lester, "A General Educator - Aims and Purposes'*
Educators Report on Art Education, III (October, 1947
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(3) Pearson, op. cit P. xiv

coma within the soopo or hor t ..rk#

&o basic understanding

Tor tlae judgment or art; at-an'ClardD should bo- a part of every
school*a educational philosophy*

All children aro capablo of

achieving com growth and sons saccoes in art activity*
ftThore is at ill prevailing a belief of a croat «s&ny parents
that Dost or the art work of children lo an unorganised
scribbling or splashing, without educational significance,
but many classroom teachers, who used to agree with such
parents, aro changing their mind® ♦

A dooado ago, one never

exhibited the work of all ck idre'. but only a littlo of the
boot*

Ono never proposed that all children of a group should

adventure freely with art mod liras and with ideas of their own#
One sot models boforo tk'jxii and told tbINfc exactly lieu to take
each stop, much as the acquisition of the multiplication table
woe then uiroctod#

Tbo assumption now explicit in the discuss-

ion of art teachers is that all children, oven If undirected,
will go through recognisable otagos of growth in art as they
do in language and that, with proper guidance and aid, tills
4
natural growth can bo facilitated#w
Throe nofrliods of ...caching Art — The Directing &otho&
represents that practice which requires the child to follow
certain proscribed ruloa and directions*

Those have to do

with manuring and making geometric designs; tracing around
pattern figures! copying, pictures from books, nagasincs, and

(4) Dix, op* clt#

tcachcr-drawn models; us In,:; color accord Inc to definite spec¬
ificationa; drawing according to principles of mechanical
perspective.

Absolute criteria of Judgment are assumed to bo

possible in the Directing Hot hoc1. •

The above mentioned char¬

acteristic. a aro set up us standards of achievement*

The

product is of prime Importance in tills method and the nature
of the product is pro-do to mined by the toaohor*
The Fre«-oxprosoionnl Method* instead of sotting forth
definite tasks to be accaapilohod* as does the Directing
Method* allows a maxlssura of freedom*

Choice of subject*

materials* and ways of using materials is entirely in the
hands of the pupil.

There aro no particular standards to be

mot as far as the product is concerned*

The process rather

than the product is emphasised In the Frco-exprocolonel
Method*
The third method which may bo called a Meaningful or
Creative Method is an attempt to compromise between the Direc¬
ting and the Froo-oxprossional Method.

Here, a certain mount

of freedom Is allowed with definite directions, in the hope
tliat skills and techniques may bo developed along with
n express Ion*”

A Meaningful Method of art education that is concerned
with the purpose on the part of the individual and the rela¬
tion of means to end* process to product* may not* like the
Directing Method., sot up absolute rules or criteria of Judgment
neither my such a method allow for complete freedom,
it must be concerned with the development of a sense of

gather
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values—values that aro concerned with aesthetics, with
the individual, and with society*

Such a method la one

that is concerned with immediate as well as broad purpose,
and the unity of means and end*

It allows the individual

sufficient freedom for emotion and reflection*

Theso accom¬

panied by ovor widening experience may enable the individual
to formulate a sense of values necessary as a guide to better
art and better living*
"The art teacher who conducts an art program in the
public schools has a responsibility to others.

lie must

have a greater ability and a broader educational philos¬
ophy than that encompassed by formalism and expressionism.
He must be capable of stimulating growth and be aware that
social good is more important than mero skill of production."5
The Meaningful Method of art education is the one toward
which we should strive and the high school art programs studied
for this roport were judged on the basis of the content of
the three methods of teaching art.

(5) Hankammer, 0. A*, "A Point of View", Art Education and
the Art Teacher, VI (May, 1948)
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Stategent, or the l^obiora — There arc two distinct forces
which have euayod the practice of the schools in touching art#
ff0n the one hmd there hoc been- an Insistent economic proa cure
urging the dovelopaont of skill and technical knowledge useful

on tho other has boon the desire for beauty and

to industry#

the vilea to teach a curriculum giving culture#

Those oho wuld

understand tho worfc of tho arts offered in the schools of tho
United Statas, must boar in mind tho presence of those two
Quito different iafluoncoo, tho aS*op with ideals of tho artisan,
preaching exactness $ tho studio urging freedom and to&Av tonality*
It ia the purposo of this problem to study the present
notlied a of teaching onployod by art touchers in tho public
schools, and to mto their programs according to certain criteria
TMs it is possible to get a picture of oaao of tho creative art
pro grans of this state, and also to note the need of development
of many more creative programs#
Hatorlalo ~~ Tho chock list questionnaire was used as a
mean* of evaluating certain criteria which wore to be used in
tills study*

Tho criteria follow the pattern of tho new typo of

art education which is roforrod to as the creative or meaning¬
ful typo of art education#
5ub.loots

In oxdor to be be certain that tho criteria were

valid tho shook list quootlonrmiro was sent to twenty-four high

(1) Haney, Hornes, Art Kdnc&tlon in tho Public Sohools.. of . the
united tltatieetr,rpp».75-7

school art teachers in tho state of nooeochuootts «

la addition

to the ebook list quest ionmiro, observations of high school art
class oo wore also nado*

Twenty schools were visited Tor the

purpose or ratine their art programs acoordina to the criteria
ootabliabod by the questionnaire 0
general Procedure — The criteria Tor the cheek list were
©aapilod i'rcaa previous readings $ study and teaching exporloaeo*
They doai with every phase of the art programs now in oris tones
in our oolioolo as v/oll as sons of tho things nooosoory for the
development of a creative program*

After tho check list question-

nairo was sent out to tho art teachers and tho replies received,
tho criteria wore evaluated again to uoo which ones wore reject ad
by scoot of tho teachers*

Since all of tho criteria v/oro generally

accepted, each one was titan lie tod with two or three sub-head,Sage*
Tho jjurposo of tho sub-head Inga v;aa to establish a mesa* of ob002*7inc

certain actual classroom procedures which would indicate

tho presence or absence of each criteria*

Tho classroom observa¬

tions wore then oado ovor a period of one nantk so that there
would bo no groat d iff or one o between prograrriS duo to the tine
element*

A conference was hold with the art teachers of these

schools and tho classos were observed for a period of two tours
or longer*

The schools chooon for tills Study wore a isAscod group

ine India; largo and snail schools, old and nm school* and totoola
from various ports of tho state*

Tho reason for this was to give

a broad picture of tho art work being carried on at the

school level not ncroly the work of one locality ox* one also of
school,

i*ho schools visited were /^aesbury, &&orst, Beverly,

Clone ester, Haverhill, Holyoke, Lynn Classical, Lynn English,
Hai’blohoad, Hewburyport, Howtoir, Hortlianpton, Peabody, Beading,
.

Soler.1, Stonehan, Svonpscott, Wakefield, Winchester and Woburn*
The noises of these schools will not appear in the rating table
but instead they will be roferred to by letter*

\
'*

CHAP'.'T3 III
3EU3CTIOK A1Z> D13C."I?moa OF CRI2SEIA
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Selection of Criteria — The criteria which are described
below wore compiled from various readings, in addition to in*
formation received from previous course study and practical
experience.

Although each criteria described docs not in¬

clude a direct quotation, the information given resulted from
tlio unification of various sources of information*
Description of Criteria — A description of the criteria
used for this study will follow, in order to show the import¬
ance of each in a meaningful or creative typo of art education#
pupil Interest — In all

00:12*500

of study it is Important

to obtain the interest of the pupils*

Very of ton this is mi

easy natter in the case of art courses because pupils are not
usually obliged to take the course*

The fact that they freely

©loot it, is evidence that they already have an interest in
the subject.

However the interest will decrease a great deal

if they arc not properly stimulated.

To encourage worthwhile

activities, the teacher may utilise current situations both
in the c lac a room and in the community.

She may make provision

for exchange of student art, field trips, visual aids and ex¬
hibitions, ao well as other methods of stimulation.
.

pupil Participation — This is a very important requisite

for the success of a good art program.

If the teacher la a

dictator typo, she uay simply teach the subject in a out and
dried fashion wltliout allow:'.:.
in tholr awn way*

. 11s to areproae themselves

Adult standards of the "right way1 snould

—

not bo Imposed on pupils*

1 *R

0.0

The teacher should be responsible

Tor providing a rich background of accurate information Tor
the pupil* B interpretation.
Stimulation by icachor — "Conc©rnlng the creative artist
himself, it has often boon aald that genius is a gift of tpA
Lord; it cannot bo bred artificially*

Certainly not*

But potent

tial poniuo can bo prevented from .^iagt,,,Other factors
also seem to luxvo boon conducive to tho creation of genius;
for example, a certain amount of stimulative tension in tho
life of t.jo productivo individual and his people, and a re¬
sponsive soeioty which gives tho unusual person a feeling of
purpose and allows hin to breathe in an atmosphere of tolor1
anco and hnmnoneiB,"
Tala statement secno to express the
threat demand for si inula t ion ncodod b; all people *

He all

no ad tho advico end o ncourog ©uo nt of our fellow beings*

It

is the Job of tho art toachcr to provide opportunities for full
and complete expression, to mate© tho pupils awaro of the poss¬
ibility of expressing thoir own experiences whether' they bo
first hand, vicarious or emotional experiences*

She may In-

spire thorn by intelligent questions and discussion rather than
by dictation or imposition of patterns or pictures to be copied*
In this way, oho nay keep the pupil1© eagerness arid spontaneity
of expression sincere and true*

She should not cot tasks before

a class that arc too hard fox* their ability, not so Judge their
t

accomplishment that tiioy nay develop a sense of inadequacy•

(1) Ulich, Cohort, Conditions ojLCiviUsod JAyMll* PP*
140-47

~

•

4

X'

repression la best encouraged by sympathetic and Intelligent
undorotanding of pupils interests, observations and thoughts*
^.ue teacher should snow on interest; in ail pupils whether they
are talented to a great extent or not#
AiA. _as. a *1ocmc of ConraumcatIon «** ^doc&uso the ohjoota
Ox art arc expressivo, they communicate.

2 do not say that

CkMiunicGtion to others is the Intent of an artist#
is the coneoquonco of his work

rut it

In the end, works of art

ar© the only media of oonylote and unhindered communication

,

between nan and nan tiiat can occur in a world full of ulfs
2
and walls tiiat limit oomunity of experience#* All mon
can cGEExunicate by moans of art which ha* the ability to
break through barriers tlict divide human beings#

The rich

and poor, young and old can all enjoy and appreciate vrorks
of art and this is one place whore they aro on a cotton
ground with no wall sepuratin

thorn because of tholr social,

economic or religious position*
Art as a Unifying Freeoso — xho art program on the
secondary level should not bo employed as a discing ground
for all those "unwantedw pupils*

However, there should bo room

for all types of poo: le la the art program since such a prooffers so much In the way of development of tho ’’whole”
Individual#

Whenever anyone la planning, choosing ar arrang¬

ing any materials or producing any tiling visual, the problem

(2) Dewey, Jo to. Art as : jrpt'-rlonoej, pp*lQ4-£

15

boo ones an art problem*

For instance, pupil® who arc learn-

tjpowr*.tmust consider spaoing of pages, proportion
oi margins, and o^xoot oX whit© space*

The ai*t deportment

lic,s exceptional opporfcur.itits to work with the departments
of literature, journalism, and dramatics.

The school maga-

sino afro axis splendid opportunities for cooperation botwoca
theso two departments •

Intellectual Appeal of Art «— "Difforoncoa between the
emotional and intellectual ways of working aro not always
easy to distinguish in a given work*

Obviously they overlap*

a genuine creation will have both, the conscious mind can
and should guide the emotions.

:tetrernes in both directions*—
*

the cold-blooded, tight, thought-out work and the free, wild
emotional epreo—-can be easily recognised*

i$ut, aa the two

forces norge, all wo can do in an attempt at intelligent
oritician is to decide tliot this v/ork is dominantly intellect—
tuil or dominantly emotional*

Tno main necessity is to have
5

tho enot.tonal base on which conscious nine! may act.*
should bo familiar with uuntorplecos in art*

Pupils

Ms familiarity

with ploturea and inf ormtion about then should bo accompanied
by a regard for paintings because of their art quality*
appreciation can never bo foiled; it must grow*

This

The technical

aspect of color should never burden and cramp the pupil in
his expression*

The emphasis in color study should be upon

(5) Pearson, 'alt it.. The how Art iducatlon, p*56

I

- 16 -

fooling for fine color oik! ability to express in color*
rather than up,a technical Saaowiodn© of theories •
Acs tittle Appeal of Art — wIn order to oako sure
that activity along creative iinoo will be of lasting and
genuine value, sumo tiling noi o than bursts of ©notional
expression is needed f

To secure sustained interest the ex—

pro os ion should bo aceoapaulod and followed by serious
thinking* weighing of value* and critical jud .-sient#

tibleso

tliero is the ccombination of craotlonal and intellectual act*
4

ivity* growth in creative expression io likely to bo stunted**
Art should not bo relocated to tho nusoun and gallery#
Actually all our casual recreations and pleasures aro onJoyed*
in port at least, because of their aesthetic quality*

Dooey

says that the sources of art in human experience will bo
loomed by hia who sees how tlio tense grace of tho ballplayer infects tho onlooUlag crowd; the toot of the spect¬
ator in poking tho wood burning an the hearth and in watch¬
ing the darting fla os and crmbling coals*

ho do not haw

to bo artlate in order to receive such pleasure#
Art as a Poona. of Ibfflro salon —

n'i:depress ion is the

clarification of turbid caotion* our appetites know thm»
solves they are transfigured*
aesthetic thon occurs.”

faction that is dlatinetlvoly

Hr* Dewey tiiakes this a tatmmt

(4) laanaliilli Bailie B** Fine Arts for Public School
(£) Dewey* John* op* cit* plTT”

regarding all

itliQ

arts # including the donee # literature#

draria and graphic arts#

Art Is a universal Xanguag* since

it is eonafcitnted by the common qualities or tho public
world.

Art involve© selection.

Lad: of selection or un¬

directed attention results in d ieorganisat ion *

?ho students

or art xnust be taught to select and unify objects# linos and
fora© in their drawing and palatine*

The ultimate subject

natter of still life palatine is highly realistic — vase©#
apples# drapes*

But a still life by Cosanno presents tliooo

materials in toms of relations of lines, pianos and colors
inherently enjoyed in perception.

It is the organisation of

tho various methods arid media in produo Ing a painting that
determines the worth of such an oppression*

Pupils nust bo

taught to organise for tho so*:© of expression, but each one
is entitled to tho expression of his own Ideas# as he so os
then.
Beautloo of nature Ixplalned —* Everyone should bo
able to enjoy the beauty in the out-of-doors# tho colors#
cliapoc, and rhythm© in various effects of nature.

This

plicae of art oxporlonoo elves so much joy that it needs more
empliaois than it usually receive© •

T’ A real appreciation of

art among our citIsons will help greatly to improve cur towns
and cities.

Already thero are encouraging si pas in the plan¬

ning of cities# in tho laying out of parks and gardens# and

i

in tho trends of modern architecture# *

.

(C) Tannohill# Sallie £.# op* cit. p 5

-

10

«

hony aotlvltios carried on 'xxx tne qoutqo of a day jaay be
enriched and greatly lujproved whoa art Coiling is present*
Arrinagiug x urnltore On a. room, hanging pictures, pl^ntisg
©Rubbery near tho house, sotting a table or chooaing a
color for the walls —* any of those activities boecnos do*»
8*6» cxpcrlonoo In its broader aonoo when tliero la a con¬
scious effort to do the thine as wall as possible.
Art In a Croativo ygahlon — Art as subject matter must
bo secondary to art as an aid to tho individual*© growth*

Bx*

proa a ion of ideas and f oar lose oupcrl ontatlon with materials
arc more Important than concern with technique and skills*
Ao pupils prococJ to tho senior high sc^icol tho emphasis in
art education will bo more and more upon developing approc—
latlon aixd discriminating powers, but the Importance of crea¬
tive expression should not bo minimised*

The uoo of patterns

and practice of treeing should never be employod.

Grot/th Is

prevented when the pupil goto a vocabulary of static feme*
To bo told stop by step Just what to do, to draw exactly
what forty other chil&ron are attempting to draw at the same
tin© and hi the solus way requires little thought or,feeling*
The whole process Is uochanical, locking In any value ttam
tlx© point of view of art*
Preparation for I\a*ther Art Study -^Although tho art
class should not stress re^ulreneixta for art school# those
student a who plan to enter schools for, further art study
should bo given the proper propagation*

Other branches of

study should bo investigated arid discuoood*

?o make a

living there or© countless creations v/hieh am ho road© and
cold*

Adverticing art is a field waiting to bo conquered by

tl^o creative artist; advortldsmsoto can be works of art m
they rarely. If over, or© now*

lottery, jewelry, octal-

oroft made eltlier by hand or by machins all await the uogic
touch of tho artist to briny thm to life as works of art,
ae well as mrshandlsa*

These and stm? ether fields offer

the making of a living to him who wins buying support for
the creative way*

n ,vea boys and girls Who do not expect

to make art their profession can still find

great satis¬

faction in those Coma of art ozppcss ion which r ©lease thoir
7

stored-up energy and afford opportunity for ©elf-expression*"
Pro:lotion of tlao of Imagination — Because toacharo

liave not insisted that oaou child ''bo himself” but have im¬
posed their own ideas, opinions, and tecliniquos upon hist,
tiioir belief that children cannot create lias become a con¬
viction,

The creative tqaohe

will inspire children to create,

they will have ideas, they will want to express themselves
•

oven though the onpi^oscion bo quite simple*

The imacjlnatlon

ciiould bo utilised to its fullest extent with sincerity and
Individuality being portrayed au a result*

Of course inter¬

acts and abilities of children vary greatly on different ago
levels*

The early enthusiasm for manipulating mm materials,

the joy in color, and the singularity of expression fads

(7) Ibid, p*m

— so
Into timidity and dependence as children advance toward high
school*

trhls is very unfortunate* but it is a chnlleago to

the creative tyre of art teacher*

It is she who will employ

as many noons of stimulation as olio can possibly find*

"The

teacher who is to cultivate Interests and abilities in child¬
ren must bo convIncod that every person lias tlio possibility
0
of son© degree of creative express ion.n
Ugo or Media — Y/hon Individuals reach tho secondary
level of o due at Ion, they are capable of adapting to more
situations*

This is true in regard to tho us© of several

media in the flold of art*

All of us aro naturally eager to

explore neu materials and to on Joy now experiences*

This

eagerness can be exp-eosed through intelligently guided expoi'icnooo with a variety of materials*

These can bo so well

organised by tho teacher and the group that their car© is
on automatic part of tho lesson and tho pupil*o eagerness is
not stifled by ovor-ci.iphaolo on tho coro of now materials *
Too teacher should allow full play of the imagination with¬
out imposing adult standards of the "right” way to use the
paint or brushy or by correct lug methods of applying paint*
pencil or other media*
Art Toctoiguos — Every pupil should bo given enough
help In art skills and techniques to make It possible for
him to express himself with satisfaction*

But toclinlquoa

(6) Casswell* Hollis t*. Education In tho Elementary
School p*15T'r,mr'rlT'rr

«■*

£*1

«*

should be taught only when there is a real need Tor thorn*
2hey should be a resultant — a means, not on end*

Pupils

should be familiar with son© of the boot examples of the
crafts, sculpture and painting.

It Is difficult tor the

art teacher to employ several different techniques in hor
teaching# but on the other hand, the use of one method only
sorvos to stunt the creative growth of the Individual,

she

pupil should bo encouraged to develop hia own skills and
techniques.

^lie use of several crofts and art techniques in

the secondary art program often helps to oroafco hobbies of
interest and valuo to people in later life.
Construction of Chock list «** A ohook list composed of
those criteria was draw up in order tu
of persons ©onnootod with
criteria.

ait

.in the opinion

30

education regarding those

Th© list of criteria and results of the check list

appear in Table I.

Observation of this table would seen to

indicate that tiio criteria used for this study aro valid.
The check list itself as it was sent to the art teachers
for consideration by them, appears in tho appendix.

«► rr.
Tablo I
r;lio bunbor of Teachers Accepting, Pejeofclng* or
Questioainc the critorla on fcho Check List ao Valuable
In Judging a CroatIve Art Program*

Criteria

KiaBoF
of Tcachoro
Accepting

Lumber
of Teachers
PcJoeting

3limber
of roaohors
Questioning

Pupil lateroot

la

0

0

Pupil Part 1c ipat Ion

13

0

0

Toachor 51 Inulat ion

13

1

1

Art Taught ao a Means
of Comunlcatlon

14

2

Art Taught as a
Unify lag Process

12

4

Intellectual Appeal
Of Art

17

0

Aesthetic Appeal of
Art

10

0

0

Art Uood as a Means
of Expression

13

0

0

Art Uood to Show
Beauties Around Be 17

0

1

Art Taught in a Crea¬
tive not copy
fashion

ID

0

Art Taught to Prepar©
Pupils for Art
Careers

13

1

Art Taught to Promote
Use of Imagination 10

0

Proper Uco of Media
Described

0

17

Several Art Techniques
Demonstrated
17

0

1

4y

«v* 1IVML
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SCHOOLS

4.iio criteria -'.sod for this study, Having boon approved

by several ar t teachers, would soon to bo valid*

On the

basic of those, therefore, twenty high schools la tioesachusot to were vicitod In. order to obsorvo the art classes and
to note tiie prcoenco or a floneo of these criteria*

In

order to set down specific Instances Where each criteria
night be noted it was accessary to rate than, according to
two or throo sub-headings*

7 och oub-hoading will bo des-

crlbod lioro and some examples of them as observed in tiio
olaoox’oam will bo found in Choptor Five*

Tho rating of

tliooo schools, for the soke of comparison, will appear in
Table II*
Pup 11 Interest — (a) Is ovory pupil working?

In

-lost schools all pupils coco to work as though they are
really interested in the art class*

Sometimes however,

pupils are hesitant about starting work on their particular
project•

In aono classes all pupils arc held to the some

problem, and they are not allowed to start their work until
ovorjonc Is coated and quiet*

This a waste of time* ©sp¬

ecially to those who aro anxious to start on1 their own work*
The art class should bo loos formal than other class as and
demands on pupils for this kind of order may bo detrimental*
Those teachers who are so dsnmndlng do not accomplish as
much as those who allow a little freedom,
(b) What is tho physical sot-up of tho room?

The arr¬

angement of tho roots can sometimes have a groat psychological
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of feet on the work of the pupils*
described bolow is unique*

Tho rooni {uu^oiv^eoent

fXho tables arid chairs are

arrcm&od In a circle go that a stIli*llfo group or a model
can be placed on a table in the coat or of the circle*

Tula

£ivoo the pupils the opportunity of viewing tho subject from
several angles *

In tiic classrooms where the tables and chairs

are secured to the floor the working conditions arc quite eon*
fining*

The pupils In tho art class should bo free to stand

or sit or toko any position which will enable thea to accomp¬
lish their particular tash, whether it bo tho application of
a water color wash or the stretching of a full siao figure on
a nural •
(c)Aro there largo classes and extra projects?

If tho

art classes are too large9 attention cannot bo given to each
individual arid this la noc< ssory for continuance of a good
art program*

on the othor htand# it ic well to have a number

of pupils co that they nay shore their ideas with one another*
Sometimes extra projects ore an Indication of a considerable
amount of Interest on tho part of the pupils.

They should

however* bo guided and directod by tho teacher so that a
larg° amount of work will not tend to destroy the creative
element *
Pupil FartlolpatIon -• (a) Is there freo ueo of materials?
The pupils must bo free to uoo materials in their own creative
fashion*

Vlhen they discover a now method of applying paint#

they should be free to experiment with it and should not have

- SI
coa~ora to inlos about mixing color and staking brush
stroke#«

(B)

Is thoi^o an n ill~afc~o&o ©?! atmosphere ?

$hla usually

jx prominent iii classes v/no-G tho pupils do not understand
tho art loss on 02- where they oro hindered by poor teaching
or Impropor atinula tlor.«

It nay also ho present in a situation

r.uo2‘0 one, two* or more pup lie cooei to have a groat talent and
OYorchadotf the loco talented*

Pupils at this are level aro

usually sensitive to suck a situation and their art work. tends
to become tight and uoo coni'omjod to sty diced patterns *
S.^uiula'wion

i'ty

icacnor -«*

in tlio loco-talented student?

(0.)

Is th© te&ohor interested

fthen tho situation described

above is procont in tho art olass the toaclior should givo
as uuch attention as possible to tho soadugly loss talented
pupilso

Ofton attention is directed only to these people

vho plan to go on to study art later; and at tines# the so*
called talented student discards hie ability for sou© other
type of livelihood*

In seas cases It la merely the opinion

of the tanchor as to v.iiich students aro talented or not
talented»

fae toucher is not Infallible* and she

•

tmy

not

0

discover abilities until it io too into if oh© notice is to
aid all ti» pupils«
(b) Arc individual interests considered?
not always able to

:ho toucher is

,ive consideration to all the wishes of tho

puplla in tho art class duo to lad: of space* Kiatcrials* oM

tine*
of

she should endeavor* however, to Include several typos

work so that pupils will never bo bored and will at least

<eto

yot a siiciit acquaintance with uony roroa of ai*t, its
material end uooc*

(o) Arc stories, dnaaatloc and other experiences used
as stimulation?

Modern oduo&t Xcn is thought or a •drswlzra

1
out* rather than •pouring In* process**

la order to draw

out post experiences of the pupils, story illuotrat5.cn v,my
bo used

vary effectively.

By painting a picture of hio

liQiiiO lii'o or social activitioo the teacher iiiay Xc&m csorc
about the pupil tliaa a guidance dir* act or could discern after
several conforoncoo*

i;v/ tolling stories that are vivid and

exciting the taaobar nay also stimulate the pupils to prod*
uoo tlic store ereatlvo typo of work#

Efforts to soloot prob¬

lems which ai*o interacting to Uio children, need not always

moan oossething different and unique*
Art as a lioans of Corrau: ideation *** (a) Is
mloation between g roups, within
tlirough art?

.hor-o a conn*

and outside the school

.the art classes should servo as on advert is ing

agent iu gsao ways*

This does not neon than they raust produce

posters and displays day after day but there are so mny ad*
vantages to art work that they all should bo utilised#

Ilany

op. ©rtunitioa offer t&oKjaolvee for art expire a ion during th©
course of a day, such as drawing and coloring of

mpB$

science

illustration, lettering for notebooks, and oven the hanging
of pictured*

Art exhibit!om inside end outside of the school help

(l)

Nicholas, Florence b# ot al*# Art Activities, in the
ITo-lora School, p#C3

A,

**

IJ*..

•»

to Inform tlx© public or the tto &k or tho stud onto#

They v.\ny

also corvo go a noons of stkmlafclon to other ncmbore or tho
school arA 001aaunlty take part In oom© fom or art work*
(b)

Is tho use of art as a universal language explained?

TIi© t oachor should titicxi tlio pupils bow their art work iray
serve as a noons of comunication between our country and
other countries, tho young and old, rich and poor*

Son©

schools prepare art work which Is to bo sent to Europe on
an exchange basis so that people over there nay boeono gc~
quaintod with tho art work being done in teorlca.
Art as a Unifying Process — (a) Arc all pupils accapt~
od in tho art courses ?

I'/hcthor a pupil is a freshman or a

senior, in an A or D division, in the Homo Economics or
College Proparatoxy Division should i:iak© no difference In
regard to enrollment in tho art class#

Art in th© secondary

school should be elective rather tlion compulsory,

Tho reason

for tills is that pupils v/lxo arc not interested in art rebel
greatly and cause tho discipline px*obloi:is to wage war and
thus tiic pupils who ore really interested lose out*

This in**

evltibly happens altlxougli there or© son© compulsory high
school art classes which arc vexy good ones *
(b)

Is there correlation between art and other courses?

*hi taost of the oocondaiy schools, departmentalisation lias
been carried so fax’ that, except for tho Important extra**
curnc ;ilar activities (which in some schools have become
intracurricular) little is done even toward correlating with
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other subjects in the school""

Much can bo dom on the

secondary level hov;ovor, even though correlation 1c usually
thought of boing more pie valent in element ary grades#

nln

any high school there will bo found nmrj ways of cooperating
with the history, KngXish, Civics and Physical Education
departments•

For Instance pupils wIjo ere learning typewriting

auot consider spacing of pages, proportions of margins, and
offset of whit a space#

In iiouaohold and industrial arts there

is a groat need for cooperation with fine arts in on effort
to raise the standard of production; and, conversely, a
knowledge of processes should Increase the interest and the
V

value of fino arts*"
(o)
noode?

I>oc8 the art department aid in school and civic
The art department i.iay assist the school In the

preparation of posters as wo 11 as aconory and cos tidies for
plays and in doc orations for social affairs*

They my also

assist the community in a similar way but with some r cstrlo¬
tions.

fho ai*t deportment should never bo overburdened with

such tasks so that they servo as a production lino rather than
a class devoted to creative aol£~caprosaian#

If a few rules

are set up and adhered to with regard to such outside work
they will usually provo to bo very helpful*
Appeal of Art — (a) Arc color theories
explained?

‘The teaching of color should not bo isolated

(2\ Tanuahill. Bailie. Fine Arts for FubUo School

AacamMtoii T,m-

(Z) Ibid, p.HC

frco other phases or art experience *

There 1b color in

nature a a veil as in the work of art, and the pupils mm t
bo made aware or the beauty of color
-tH their natural environment•

they will fir 2d

fouio f actual material strati^**

thena our imdora banding and appreciation; therefore, knowledge
of color theory and color himnony is essential#

However, this

typo of training should not bo stressed for its own sake*

It

is not an end hi itself, but a neons to a better understanding
and appreciation of fine color#
(b) Does the course Include history of art?

The senior

high school pupils are approaching maturity and arc r eady to
organise their thinking into inoro logical toms#

Therefore,

a chronological study of art history nay bo used at this time*
Ho ono nothod of teaching such a course con bo proscribed, for
it must coincide with tho specific needs of the group#

how**

over, certain broad learning* should b© kept in mind by the
toucher*

Nicholas lists tho following as basic learnings in

tho art class:

wl*

Keener and idol's critical evaluation and

appreciation of tho art produced in th© important art periods#
£5#

Ability to organise historical art informant ion chroucl~

ogically#

5#

Some under*tending of the technical processes

used in pictorial and craft work, such as etching, stool on«*
4
graving otc#n
(c) Docs tho course include appreciation of art?

Thor©

is no more delicate or complex problem in the teaching of

{4}

Ibid, p#S09

-

m

ar‘t than training of appreciation.

There are no direct

methods for teaching appreciation, but the Important point
to be kept in mind is that pupils must be trained to see.
This must be done in several ways, not just by placing
pictures on a slide and showing their points or beauty but
by stimulation of pupils so that they may appreciate the
beauty for themselves.
A03thetic Appeal of Art Program — To attempt to draw
a sharp lino between aesthetic and nnn-aesthotic values or
to claim what is ultimately beautiful or absolutely ugly
would be presumptuous indeed.

IIov;ovor, some basis of

judgment of the relative value of ono work of art over
another is necessary before one can set up a practical
plan for art education.

Certain so called non-aecthotic

qualities if properly understood, may serve as a vehicle
to an aesthetic expression.

Some of these qualities are

listed below.
(a)

Is the 3tory-tolllng quality of works of art

encouraged?

This is one with immediate appeal.

The prev¬

alence of picture magazines and newspapers now on the market
attest to this.

Therefore, this quality can be very well

used as a means of art expression.

Somotlines the story may

be told by the teacher or by the pupils.

At other times

actual experiences may be depicted.
(b)

Is skillful creation a part of training?

The

skill that is required to accomplish a task sometimes evokes

tuo admiration of the observer•

The lady*n dposs nay look

wJuat like velvet”, the water in the landscape nay look
"very uot o

^Ucco qualities appeal to the pupils and uoy

servo to increase* thoir aesthetic appreciation.
(c)

Are otnor qualities of works of oi*t praised?

fhoa© might include monetary value where the art work has
a high market price and therefore is of interest to the
spectator*

The label tfiick says "This is a ioubraut8, or

n This Is a GorotIF nay be all tixat is required to otk&ui&t©
sane oboorvoi’o to admiration of a painting*
Although son© of these qualities may a ©on to be false
moans of stimulation and int<01*031* they do , however, tend
to acquaint nor© people with works of art and the ip im; art**
anco.
Art ao a lie qua of ihxffroaalon — (a) la art used to
express auctions?

”In order to make sure that activity

along creative lines will bo of looting and genuine value ,
something uoxo than bursts of optional expression is needed*
To coour© sustained interest the expression should be so©os*
pained and followed by serious thinking, weighing of values,
critical Judgment *

Unless there is the caab fixation of ©motion*

al aixl intellectual activity, growth hi c.eativo c uprose ion Is
5
likely to b© stunted*n
(b)

Is critical judgment employed?

^Creation and critic

cisti cannot bo eeparttdu because they arc rfcytist of output and

(6)

Ibid, p* 100

• 3a
intake* or expiration arid iuspiratioxx* In our mental breath
and spirit*

To produce and then to ace Olid jud^o ykat v;o

and others have done hr order that wo may create ©£a~a is
tho law of all natural activity ...» Production that is not
followed by criticism becomes a were gush or impulse; crit¬
icism that is not a stop to further creation deadens impulse
C
and ends in s torility.'The teacher must judyo the art
vork or pupils critically in order to receive tho proper

results#

They si iould not merely bo civ on instructions at

the boglnziinc of a lesson without any followup at the ond*
Boautlos of haturo
to ooo true color?

xplained — (a) Do pupils learn

"Color surrounds us,

b'o cannot escape

it* but whether we enjoy it or not depends on our ability
to soc,

Hone people enjoy colors only when they are brills

lout mid ujpectaoular like a burst of f iro-worko on the Fourth
of July#

Other people alee enjoy colors that avo quiet and

lovely Xiko sunlJ^ht on a young birch tree,

It is a g r at

deal of fun to bo abl© to a go and on joy fine color Immonice
who rover vjo racy find thou, in the woods* in the sly* on the
7
street* in a rue,# or in a necktie*"
If pupils aro not train¬
ed to see color as It really exist# they novor fully apprec¬
iate it#

Their color sonso should bo developed aa the need

for it arises not at one special time#

(b)

Is problem-solving a part of the course?

(G)
(7)

Dcuey* John* Construction fin , Critic loti* p.21
Vlaholas * lvlorencb Vl* ot al* JArt for Young America

-

In the

p,dv

cou2*30 of daily living w© encounter various sorts of art
problems# which require judgment# problem olving* reasoning*
reflection# creative Imagination and acquiring abstract neonInge*

bo learn to solve art problons through practice in

solving them.
The selection of the right furnlshJUxge for a particular
room# the working out of a color harmony for a bedroom# the
designing of the right clothing for a particular figure# and

tlio choice of the moat beocaalng colors are typical ©maples
of problemsolving situations*
Art In a CroatIvo Fashion *m (a) Arc loisuro time act¬
ivities taught?

"In our present civilisation# with work

hours ciiortcriod and froe tlsio lengthened# the school*a duty
is to ho Ip lift recreation frou uoro idling and nleuc© of
tiirf© to worthy ou -loyuont dux*h*.; leisure houro

o

oroua pant lace arid fields of expression"«

In nm*»

The school art

program should stimulate t!.c proper kina of activities*

Good

hobbies can bo developed which trill servo to release individ¬

uals from worry# ovez'—wook and strain in later life*
(b)

Is creative painting taught?

"Creative painting#

vith tho initial attention given to color# can bo the logical
starting point of all art education because color is the uost
universal and obvious ©lament both in nature#
tures Sixid the one with the widest appeal.
tlx© objectives of creative painting*

(0)

Tanaahill# op* cito p* VO-7

t*x&i pic¬

The following arc

«•

2.
°
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A relaxed freedom arid sens* of power with the medium.
3 one it Ivmows to the r ci Xat ions! i ins of 00X01* —** emotional
design*

9
0*

Combining both these powers with subject.”
'do gain these objectitros Hr* Pearson soyo that skills

gik! copying; should be forgotten, because they are craft. not
ai^t.

Conscious t ought and scientific color systems should

bo forgotten and a spirit of adventure and or.porlmont should
be given free rein*

If painting is taught in this fashion the work of the
pupil would bo a true r oproa o ntation of their ability and
not the ability of the person wlioso technique they aro copying*

{o 5 Arc pupils taught to ap; ly art principles in their
hones, coriaunity and choose?

"Art in our homes moans rooms that

are beautiful and comfortable; walls that are good baogrounds;
furniture that is well proportioned; rugs, draperies# and
upholstering that is attractive; china, silver, linens that
iinv© pleasing design; In fact scores of articles that aro In
good taste ,.*• Truly selecting and arranging all the furnishIn -o of a hone to scour© g beautiful and comfortable effect

10
is a c ompile at ocl Job*”

If the principles of good design

wore applied noro readily in community planning# our towns
and cltioa would be more beautiful and aora attractive.

In

addition they would bo more practical and probably less e&»

Pearson, The how Art Education., p* 71

^iStolas fipr"Cl^'TGXr ~~™—
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poneive to repair*

It is also Important for pup 11a to

learn hov they r&tf boater tho ir ovttx appearance«

In la tor

lii.o this factoi* may ssoon the dteroronco between receiving
or not roc civile a eortain position#

"ivon :lf you imvo a

perfect fiyyu'e and a perfoct cc^p Ionian# a study or art
prinoipls* and color harmonica can help you to dross in
hotter taste.

Girls can loam hox: to avoid odors that

£i&xl with each other in their hats and coats and drea os.
heys oan learn how to avoid colors that clash in their shirts
and ties and sweaters,

riveryono can loom to choose colors
11
that haruonieo* and stylos that aro beoaniac#"
Those are

the practical art principloo that are souotiaos noticetod
by art teachers in Davor of the ucro fonaal type of art
study*

Preparation for Further Art. .Study — (a)
jtt*opare pupils Dor furtlicr art study?

Do teachers

Pupils who hope to

study &;*t aTter ixl£h school should bo .yiven special attention
Vihorovor possible.

;:his however# should not detract rrofii tho

instruction of the other pupils.

f,fho cultivation of beauty

and art is an haportant part of the art of living#

1'he

torn#**

lean standard of art appreciation is steadily edvanoiivi# but
it needs to yo on until everyotse toowe the joy and inspiration

IS
of art”
(b)

(11)
(12)

Is art for all pupils?

Art in tho schools should

Told, p#lb
EsSri# Otto H## "Tho Value of Art to the People”
The African itamsim of Art (July 1024} pp*
.
* "■-»»
33S«*€^
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bo taught for the benefit of all pupils not merely for

those who plan to make it a career*

"It Is unquestion¬

ably tuuG that Art has played a vital part in the life of
mankind throu hout the ages.

Ac tho truth of this statement

is realised it is apparent that American educators *.** have

boon unusually slow in Giving any consideration to Art as
one of tho most important fundamental branches of educational
work*

Wo are awai'o, however, that there has boon developing

on Art Pox* All Idea in the trend of modern educational thought
tiiat promises to have a powerful and enduring influence on tho
lo
education of tho youth of this country***
Promotion of Use of the Imagination — The genuinely
creative artl3t does not want to find his aesthetic express¬
ion ready-made •

He wants to do sene research on his own so

that ho can sift out ail the things that seem to him to be
unnecessary*
(a)

Is Bon-objectivo painting taught in tho schools?

Hon-objectivo painting should bo taught in the schools in
addition to other typos of representation*

It gives the

one who creates ouch a painting a fooling of really owning
tho ; icturo which they create.

"ITon-objcctlve painting

breaks all contacts with tangible objects and tangible moan¬
ing; it is not symbolic of tho objective world*
ience offered bv

(15)

The exper¬

Hon-objective painting is above and distant

Collins and Riley* Art A;
end senior n

Junior

1ST

-
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from ordinary human experience."
(b)

,.,

Is abstract painting included in the course? "&b~

a tract ion means genera lisa t; ion«

Ac meanings depart from tho

specific to tho general they expand* they have growing j&ip-*
lie at lone •which the abstract symbol olono can express «••*
The aoanlng and ace the tic power of picturos can greatly ex¬
pand through the use of abstraction* TJe need abstract works
ID
of art in many media*"
At times it is rather hard for the
art teacher to get the idea of abstract painting and abstract
design over to tho pupils*

This is a different typo of ex¬

perience and includes now meanings*

Pupils should bo given *

tho opportunity to laarn about thia fora of art especially
since it lias grown to such heights in tho pact century*
Use of Hovorai Podia — (a)
materials?

Do pupils ueo many types of

In order to give a broad art course In tho high

school pupils should bo allowed to use several media*

Host

schools include pencil* charcoal* uatercclor* poster paints
and pastels*

Homo Include such craft materials as linoleum

blocks* leather work and clay modelling#

In addition th those

materials several other modla should be put In tho pupil*s
hands* even If only for a short time*

They should become

familiar with such things as finger paint* conte crayon*
freccol, aiid other paint media*

Oil paints arc not recom¬

mended for high school pupils os a rule because of tho ex¬
pense and the small amount of Instruction time*
-*-■-*->1*1

> iw.nwrn -rtvr—r-n—1^—r-r

(14) Toax-eon, op. oit.
(1C) Ibld» p. El

■■

'

I>«

27

In tho lino
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of oraxt material It Is tttll to let trio pupils experience
aouo use of soap sculpture, textile painting, wood corvine
and ceramics ovon IT only on a snail scale*

m*n funds are

not available for motorlaic, the teacher should at least make
Oii effort to supply samples of various typos of art works and
materials so that tlio pupils will at least become familiar
with such things*
(b)

Aro pupils allowed to expo r hr ant with mat oriels?

If pupils aro clvon a £rco roln with the materials tiiat aro
available, they nay produce works of art that exceed any
accomplished before*

Original cosabinations of materials
i

should bo enoc-uz-ajcd and pupils should be given criticism
when noccoeary so tlmt poor design or workmanship will not
prevail noroly for tho sake of exper limitation*
Use of Sovoral Techniques — It is often advisable to
lot tho pupil sock his own method or technique*

The need for

instr uction should prooedo its being Given*
(a; Is visualisation stressed?

nIn carrying on the type

of drawing that attempts to represent actual things as coon,
tho oniphacls in teaching can well bo placed on learning to
oco*

It is tralainj to see or in observation that results
16

in Increased drawing ability''.

In order to malic tho process

of "seeing* more ooncrcto It ic well to provide opportunities
for pupils to draw and paint outside of tho school under super¬
vision*

(10}

by studying nature with trained eyes the pupil Is

ftlnslow. Loon, Art in Secondary hdncatlon, p* 2591

able to goo and enjoy beauty nor© than over before iraaginod#
(b)

Is p re opt Ion employed in art teaching?

Drawing

from posed object a is a isoro direct way of training observe
at ion, but ono that necoocarily tends to limit visual material
to that whiah can bo brought into the a24W$raom*

If outdoor

trips for sketching Is not practicable, photographies material
can bo used as a basis for creative work#

This should only

bo used as inspirational material to ofc inula to creative
effort#

Gli.ios or novice arc sometimes usod for this purpose

but they should novor bo used for diroot copying purposes#

*

■
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i>AtaitSpng bood on Ratings Scale ~~ s&ch
sub-hood lag described in Chapter xy appears in Table II and
ic rated there accord!n; to certain numbers*

These numbers

W6ro not compiled until observation© of all the schools men*
t... n d had oocn completed®

1iorcfor®| these n.uabers repre—

sent a comparison among tlieoo ooljoolo alone and cu*o not to*
tended to bo representative of high scliools In general*

,nt

llQfion of i the Ism rtAlx?vo Ave ra
and numbers of
:T?.° r V& t Iona —

°A verq; *o** *

aph<"^‘"*,><^*<l***^^*Al'**'*^***'*^—**
Pom id In Class
roam
* ■1 * 1
—'Hi* ■**»<> i>.*

The r averager stand aid was derived partly

from pro. ceoional studios aud partly f2voci personal odsor***
vut_onc*

AS a means of interpreting this table the moaning

of the tom "averse©" will be applied to each subheading to
Indicate the i orru; therefore** variations from this norm v?ill
be indicated an na ovo average" which is a ^onoral tom used
to apply to theso conditions in various degrees differing
freel slight to largo amounts crave the "average"f and "below
avora o' which is a general term used to apply to the cond¬
itions observed in the class rooms in various degrees differing
from a slight amount to almost none at all*
Pupil Interest

(a) la ©very pupil working?

Then the

term "average” is applied to this question It means that th©
majority of the whole class is engaged in work on their part¬
icular project and that they start on their work as soon as
-

-
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pocsXba.0 after they oat or the el&asrooa*

Gf the programs

observed XG of thess. wore average# 0 woro below
arid 8 wore above average*

This would soon to Indicate

that generally the pupils show their interest la art by
working diligently,
(b)

what 1c the physical set-up of the room?

The

tern ^avora ,e" can bo applied to this sub-heading when the
roaii erran 'Ciaont is such that It promotes comfortable working
conditions for the pupils so that they arc not hindered by
lack of apace or by poor room arrangement •

of the pros €ma

Observed 4 were average# 15 were above avers o# and S wore
uelow average.

11110 would ooora to indicate that for this

particular phase of the Rragrsw tboro Is only a little need
for improvement *
(c)

Are there large claoeco and extra proJoeto?

For

this oub-licadlng "avorogo" noons that there are aa many pupils
electing the art course as the curriculum cot-up will allow
and tliat several pupils elect to work on extra proJoets outcldc of regular class hours *

Of the programs observed 11

wore rated average while 6 were above average and 3 were
below average .
there Is a

This would aom:i to Indicate that on the whole

rest deal of pupil Interest as shown by the great

amount of art work being accomplished»
pupil PartlojpafcIon

(a) Is there free use of material*?

”Average” applies here when pupils m'O free to use materials
in their own creative fashion with only a few rules such as
UoopinG supplies clean and orderly and uelne oxJy ‘»ho wmmto

49
or notarial© necessary .

01* tho

obso?ve<! B war©

average* G ware above average end 4 wore below avora ;c accord-*

ln^; to tho ratlx\- ixado«

This would soon to indicate that

materials axo probably used to their beat advantage but
iaoiC or suf ic lent finds prevent a any extensive use of art
supplies *
(b) Id there an ''Ill-at-oacG" atmosphere?

When there

Is on avora ,o amount applied aero It indicates that there
bo sono pupils who are not auxo of their work but the loajor**
ity of pupil c coon to fool secure in tho performance of their
particular task.

Of tho schools observed XG wore rated

as avarage# 1 was above average and G wore below average.
Tills would socra to Indicate tliat thoxo ic need of rsuch Improve**
mont to doc re ace tho strain of the work which is probably
duo to lack of confidence on the part of the pupils.

This is

a duty of tho toachor nor© than anyone else.
ft haulat Icn by feaci asr
in the loos iaionted student?

(g)

I a the toachor into res tod

Tie "average" amount of Interest

chown to tho sfcudonto by tho art toachor mourn that pupils
are given attention equally so that tho less talented student
is helped as much aa other students.

Of the oclioolo observed

12 wore rated average, 3 wore above average and 5 wore below
%

average in relax’d to this sub-heading*

Tils would scon to

indicate that In general the art toachor Is doing her part
to conduct a democratic type of program by giving equal opportunity to all pupils.
(b)Aro individual intorostc considered?

The t©M*av©r&ge??

GO

go applied bar© moan* tliat whenever possible tho individual
interests of pupils aro considered in tho subject matter of
tho course o

For cwusaplo, a coo pupils aro interested iu crofts

ao well as other mediums and tlioy should be -Ivon the opport¬
unity to work frith these material© when supplies permit it*
Of the programs observed 11 core rated average, 7 yore above
avera ge and 2 yore below avorojo*

This would scan to Indicate

that the teacher is very helpful in planning her program so
that all pupils nay acconpllsh their desired ; lan so long as
ordinary circunstanoco permit*
(o)

Aro stories, dnoatioc and other experiences used

as stimulation?

nAvorage" applied to this cub-hoadlng means

that as e. part of tho subject natter of tho course, certain
AxporloneoB of th© pupils or© used for sthnulat ing many of tho
classes#

Those or.porionoos stimulate more creative work than

the toachor-diciaiod subject matter.

Of tho schools observed

11 were rated as average, 3 wore above average and G were
he ley average*

This would ©com to Itu ioate tliat this typo

of stimulation is used a :roat deal and used quite effectively ♦
t ion
Art as a Moans of Cossaunioa
11
"•

^ »#*»» I.W *«•*>*«•--'•

****

(a) Is there col saaual**

cation between groups. within and outside tho school through
art?

than the term "average" is applied to this questIon it

moans that whenever possible, art is used to join group© in
aiid out of school by moans of exhibitions, play and various
other public relations devices.

Of tho oc &ol& obaorved 11

wore average* 7 war© above average and 2 were below average
aoeordin . to tho ratine© mode*

This would 0008b to In icate
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that a groat deal io being don© In scoot schools to put the
Ido a of art gc a jcbni;;g factor across to the* general public®
(b)

Is the Use of Art as a Universal laic^go Explained?

ilie "avorage^sp; llod to this cub-heading tmam that at various
tines the art class taboo port in ooLtisuhiag the work of too
pupils in this counts*? to other countries*

In addition# the

work of on© group or school nap bo shown to another group
at various tines during the year*

Of tho schools observed

0 wore average# 0 wore above average and 5 wore below average*
i'Uie would soon to indicate that there Id a groat deal of
transfer of art work botwoen groups which helps to broaden
the extent of enjoyment which can bo received from sharing
tljo aocoaj lishmehto of at; ils ha other lands and other groups*
AP.t fig fi bbntfylig; , ,-oooas
in the art courses?

(a) Arc all pupils accepted

The "average" amount hero means that all

those pupils who are ablo to adjust their schedule to include
a course in art are permitted to do so*

It also uaona that

discrimination between pup lie because of their course of
ctudy or scholastic standing is not considered*
gram observed 10 rated average, 5 wore abov
were below average#

Of the pro¬

average and 4

dais would oeosi to indicate tiiat gon-

ci^dUj tho curriculum In sot up so that pupils nay freely

dosire it can bo included ro&mdices of their courses of study
or scholastic standing*
(b)

Is there cos'relation between art and other coursest
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Horo tho "averagew conflation refers to unification of art
and otljor courses to a r o&sc ?'.able do^rou such as cooperation
In work for dramatic productions, social studies projects,
science exhibits, and other projects where art principles
1.107

bo involved*

Of the schools observed 1C wore rated aver**

age, 2 wore above average and 0 were below avera ge*

This

would soon to indicate that much nor© could b© done in the
school in rogai^d to correlation*
(o)
needs?

Does tho art department aid in school and civic
Tho "average" amount of aid refers to cooperation in

social events of the ccliool and ooixxunlty by assistance in
nuking posters, displays, cccnory, costumes, and tho like*
It docs not, however, moan that tho art department should bo
overburdened by ouoh duties to tho degree that they neglect
the creative function of tho art program*

of the schools ob¬

served ID were rated average, d were above average, and
below average*

3

wore

This would coca to indicate that on the whole

there was a good amount of aid given by the art department
to school and civic functions but not so much that it acted
as the coif of the art program*
Intellectual Appeal of Art
plained!

(a)

Arc color theories ex¬

Tho "averaged7 amount of color theory which should

be explained in tho art class Is that which arises from pupil
need rather than that taught as a specific phase of tho course*
Of the classes observed 15 rated as average, 5 wore above aver¬
age, and

2

were below average*

This would seem to indicate tlmt

r r*

VO

color theories war© explained to the pupils in tho proper
manner*
(b) hooc tho course include history or art?

Tho fravor-

aco” amount or history of art to bo included in a high school
art cour30 would bo tliat amount nocoasary to increase the gen¬
eral knowledge of a par ticular1 phase of art being studied or
a particular medium being employed*

Unless the course in one

doclaned primarily for history or art. It should not bo over¬
run with subject matter concerning artists and works of art.
Of tiio schools observed 11 wore rated as average, regarding
this cub-heading, 4 were above average and 3 were below aver¬
age#

This would oeom to indicate that art history is given a

prominent place in tho art course in most schools but is entirely
neglected in a feu*
(c)

Does tho coins© include appr eclat ion of art?

The

"average" amount of appreciation to bo included in tho art
course is tiiat w-iich corves

to give additional interest to

the particular phase of art bo lag studiod.

Of the programs

observed 10 were judged ao average, 0 as above
4 below average in regard to this cub-heading.

average

and

This seems to

indicate* tliat the trend in most art programs is toward inclu¬
sion of art appreciation in tho ccurse oc a part of the course
rathor than ao one distinct phase.
Aesthetic Appeal S Art Program
quality of pupil*o art encouraged?

(a)

Is the story-toiling

The naverage" applied to

tiiie sub-heading would moon that seme of the pupil♦ a work is

pl'aifled -'or Ifto o iory-tellln_; quality provided It aioo
oonfoiws to the prlnciploa of good art.

Of tho oohools

obaervod 10 wore judged aa avora;o in till* respect, 7 woro
abovo average, and 5 wore below average.

Mils would soon

to Indicate that ouch a quality of art sorb lo appreciated
by both teacher and student fco a high degree*
(b)

Is Skilful creation a part of training?

Tho

"average" amount of skilful creation which should bo in*
eluded In tho course Is that which will enable students to
roach tho end thoy desire but It does not neon that there
should bo stress on the cocoa: 1 is:xjont of skills*

Of tho

schools obsorvod XD were rated as average* 4 woro above aver**
*€° and 1 was below average In respect to this auix-headlng*
'Tlilo would soon to Indicate that stress Is not placed on
skills but rathor on the conviction of the ends desired In
creative art without special emphasis on the means noocosary
to reach that end*
(c)

Ara other qualities of works of art praisedt

Tho

"average" mount of praise given to other qualities of a work
of art ouch as high nonotary value or label value should bo
very fsaall in comparison to the praise Given the aesthetic
qualities of that particular work#

Of tho schools observed 14

woro rated as avorag© with respect to this item* 2 were above
average and 4 were below average*

Tills scons to indicate that

there cuct be xaor© ctrcsa on value such as label aid monetary
value than is necessary or more than should ever be included

In discussion of the value or art work*
a

J2Li%S^MQrn

(a)

X© art used to e&~

proso auctions? • The "average* applied to this subheading
means w^at amount which 1c necessary to convey a reeling op
pronote some interest aside from. the intellectual appeal
yhica nay be present in the work of art#

Of the schools ob~

served 10 were rated average with respect to this suMioodlqg,
G wore above average and 4 wore below average*

This seems to

indicate that the ©motional content of pupil*s art is quite
high but in a few schools it was disregarded as having any
value.
{b)

Is critical Judgment employed?

The "evera*(oH amount

of critical judgment employed in the art class refers to that
amount needed to further growth and dovelo nont of the pupil*©
talent *

Of tho schools observed 6 wore Judged as average in

respect to this item, 0 wore above average and 4 wore below
average *

This would seem to indicate that critical Judgment

on loyed in most schools is a aeons od insuring tho pupils
that their work iios certain values and certain flaws*
Do.au tles of ,Nature . nplained
time color?

(a)

Do pupil* loam to see

Tho "average" amount of instruction In tho. trains

ing of color sense is that which is taught when the need arises*
Of tho schools observed 3 wore Judged as average, 10 wore above
average and £ wore below average in r aspect to this item*

This

would scorn to indicate that on tho whole the proesmm are doing
a good job in teaching pupils to so© color a a it really exists*
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(b)

Is problem* solvit a part of tho course?

The

"avora^e” hero refers to tho solution of art problems by the
pupils whonovor their background of training permits it rather
than leaving tho solution Given by the teacher,

of the progress

observed 10 wore judged as aver a e in respect to this subheading, 5 ware above average and 5 were bo low average#

This

would soon to indicate that Generally pupils arc asked to
solve certain art problems for thecas elves but in a few schools
tlie teacher tended to offer her own personal solutions.
(a) Are loisuro tine activities
taught?

The "averagen nuntber of lohmro tino activities to be

included in tho course means that number wliich interests the
Majority of pupils and which would nerve as a creative hobby
in tho future#

Of tha art classes obsorvod 10 were rated as

average in respect to . his Item, 7 trope above average and 5
wore be low average«

This would soon to indicate that on the

whole tho art prodrome soon to be i jutting the proper stress on
the future uses of certain leisure time activities*
(b)

Is Creative Tainting Taught7

The "Average" amount

of c inactive painting which should bo taught is that which
helps to develop oraativenoss on tho part of tho pupil but not
that much which v 11 tend to boro h&i oo that bo becomes care¬
less and die interested#

Of the programs studied 9 were judged

average 9 7 wore above avora o and 4 wore below average in res¬
pect to this item*

Tills would coca to indicate that generally

creative painting io included in the art program but a few
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prQ£rcns still do not accept .it as a worthwhile activity*
(c)

Are pap tin taught to apply art principles in their

homos , aairr.mnity, and dross?

fho "average" aniount of ay -lie**

aticn of art principles hero la tliab which easy bo Included
whenever the topic of liono, cc&iaunlty, or dross is discussed
in order to contor tho aisausoion around the doveXo”.33ont of
well designed hosics, oc^iunitics, and clothing*

Of the pro-

grams observed 11 wore Judged average, 7 wore above average
aiid 2 wore bolow average in regard to this sub-heading*

Tuiu

would seem to indicate that progrons in general are very pract¬
ical in their application of these principle® to every day
needs«
1 reparation for further Art 0tudy
pane pupils for further art study?

(a)

Do teachers pro¬

The "average amount of

preparation hero refers to that which may bo given in addition
to the development of a creative aijt progrsnj that 1 s, it
sliouXd only bo Included in class tine when it will serve to
benefit all the pup lie*

Of the classes observed G were

judged average, 7 a' ovo average and 5 below average, with
respect to this sub-togic*

This would ocoa to indicate that

raorc teachers taught art to prepare pupils for further art
careers than should bo ©:;pectod frett a well plorsnod art progran.

There was a little too uuoh stress or; this preparetion

than is necessary*
(b)

Is art for all pupils?

The "average" mount of art

work to bo Given all pupils refers to that which nay be put
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forth in all courses in fcho school in addition to the art
course •

It also moons that those pupils who desire it should

bo given the opportunity to olocfc the art course#

Of the

schools observed 13 wore rated aa avex‘age, 2 xiqvq above
aver a o and G wore below average in roepoet to this item*
This would soom to indie at o that as a rule most pupils wore
able to oloct the art course but in a few cases there v/oro
restrictions concerning the enrollment in those courses*
rronotion of boo of the hiqgination
joctlvo painting taught in the achoolo?

(a)

Is noa~ob~

The "average* amount

of Instruction in noa-ob joctlvo painting is fcliat which Is uso*»
ful in allowing the pupils to experiment with signs and symbols
in order to create a picture which they nay claim to bo their
own, fron tlio start to tiio finish*

Of the schools observed

10 wore considered avera o in respect to this topic, 5 were
abovo average and 3

woro below average#

Tills would aeom to

indicate that generally the trend is to include this typo of
painting In a high school art course but some schools still
die regal'd it as being valuable*
(b)

Is abstract painting Included In the course?

The

"average” applied to this question refers to tlmt amount which
can be accepted and really understood by the pupils* Of the
schools observed 11 woi*o judged as average

tho oneunt of

ouch painting being included in tho course, 5 were above
average and 4 v;or© below avorago.

This would scorn to indicate

that generally abstract painting is included in tho art course

but a foxs ccliools disregard ouch new methods of paint Inc; *
Uoo of Soycral Modlg (a)

Do pupils use many types of

materials? the "average" number of different types of i^aboriala used by pupils Is that which is available or may bo ob¬
tained by the teacher, only eo far' as the pupils uoo then In
the proper faalilon*

Of the schools observed 0 wore averse

in roopoot to this Item, 0 wore above average and 5 wore below
aver a o«

This would scon to indicate that In the majority of

the ecliOol3 several types of mod la were oaployed and used
frooly*
(b)

Aro pupil* allowed to experiment with materials?

The "average" anount of experimentation allowed la that which
is beneficial to tine pupil but not detrimental to his creative
growth.

Of tiro sciioclc observed 10 wore rated as average, o

were above average
Item#

4 wore below average In respect to this

This would coca to indicate that most of the teachers

allow pupil* to experiment freely but they also guide them in
their experimentations so that there is no great loss of time
or real learning#
Use of Several Toohniguee (a)

Xc visualisation stressed?

Th© "average" amount of visualisation which should be stressed
is that which proves to be constructive and leads toward creat¬
ive development.

It doe© not mean that visualisation should

bo carried to such an extent that pupils begin to draw liter¬
ally everything which they occ*

Of tho schools observed 0

were judged average in roapoct to this topic, B were above

OQ

average and 4 were bolov; average.

This would so® to indie-

Qto that in many schools visualization is given an 2ia:>ortaat
part in the nothod ofi hist ruction.
(h>

Is perception onployed in teaching art?

Tt»

"average*’ here refers to tiiat amount of diwlnc from posed
objects which serves only to stimulate a nor© creative typo
of drawing;*

Of the class or. observed 9 were Judged a verago,

C wore above average and C wore below average in regard to
this it on.

This scene to indicate that on the whole teach¬

ers taught pupils to poreoivo objects in their drawing but
not to bo ruled by every detail of on object*

Further they

woro taught, in general, to use models as a basis for their
own oreatlvo drawings.
nux'xay. of Data Concerning Schools — The schools which
i

miked highest were !:, which was slightly higher than the others,
as well as K, which was still high and B and I which could also
bo regarded ac schools with a high rating*
The schools which rardrod lowest wore E, which was entromo-

I

ly low, l>0 arid Ti which ranked the oc;i© and wore also vory low,

I

and J which was still in the low group#

1

■

•

.

School A a cased to bo average with need for Improvement
hi regard to tho teacher*a interest in the loo a-talented
Students, as well ac Improvement in correlation with other
•

-

subjects and a freer use of material© by the students.
School 3 as was mentioned ranked very high hut it was
noticed that there was an. will-at^ast” atawwptova*

This may
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ZiQvo boon caused by i.«any reasons or course but in spite of it
an once lien 1: art program was in progress*

They wore also de¬

ficient In the number of leisure time activities which were
bebag taught but this ulj.it have boon caused bp tho mixed
group la the classes of eophaores * Juniors * and son lore *
School C may also bo considered as having an average art
program but hero too there existed an "lll-at~eason atnosphore«
the reason for ti ls was probably because of the crowded cond¬
itions and the fact that the art department * at the time the
classos were observed, was very busily sneagod la work on
soonory and costumes for a aciiool dramatic production*
School D was greatly below average In nost thin a*

How¬

ever, the strongest poinua observed wore in pupil Interest
where every pupil was working on hio own project and the
r

\

conditions under which they worked were good#

Color theory

ms also explained well and blic number and variation of lei¬
sure tits© activities which wore taught wea very groat.
School E was ranked average on almost every sub-heading
with the exception of teacher *• interest in the lose talented
student© which ranked low#

There wore a tm students who

seemed to bo in need of groat or assistance*
School F was also about average but a little low on
several points*

Their greatest redeeming feature was in

the physical sot-up cf tho room which was very modern and
provided excellent working conditions*
School Q was above average on a great many sub-readings

but there was an nIll^at«ccjcot? atHtosptaro probably duo to
a mined cjroup ur*d the iubd&st of leisure activities tau-xht
woo limited*
BcliooX i: v?aa the lov;vat c obool of all*
*/aa rarJcfc;- above avora^o*

Hot quo itasa

Tho vrholo pi^yrou qoqltb to be

^or7 U’iiC,ont but if on interested toaokor ai*d an inter*1*
ostod administrator wore to challanye the tasir a worth*
xfc.Ho j>royram uijtt bo established*

The reason for its

deficiencies ai'o r*any# but they arc not tlioso which would
cause problaas Incapable of bcij\> solved*
School I was average in every rosy cot but the amount
of critical Judyjacnt

loyed and too preparation for further

nrt study was above average*

Tills la probably duo to the fact

that zao$t of the students taking art aro college pi*spuratea y
people who have a boon interest in the subject*

The pupils

in tli© Eoucoijold Arte Department ore given an op art unity for
art work in line with their regular courses go that those
students do not actually elect on art course as such*
School J v;ao below avora&s in sasny instances and a
^roat leal of Improvement is needed in teaching methods
and the free use of materials *

T+m msaber of leisure tint

activities which arc taught is quite lai*gc but in laany
instances pupils are obliged to puiMjhaa© tho raaterials which
they use, especially in connection with the work of the Art
Club*

Tills does not ©earn to be a good practice since coac

of the pupils are incapable of spending very much money

such items.
Scxxoou K ranked the highest cl’ all and could well be
po-oiuou go as

a school with a model ant program*

This may

he due uo guc met tn&t the adminis trators or© very symp—
g the tic toward art work and assistance is given to the art
department in every possible way.
School L also ranked very high and it is a well known
i’act tliat the greatest reason for this is the attitude of
the administrators.

The teacher at this particular scliool

is also quite progressive and she is constantly nailing inprovemonte on hop teaching methods as well as overy other
pirnse of the art program*
School M is a very large school and the art department
is well established and thus it ranks very high*

The level

of work is much nearer to tho college or art school level
than that of any other art department•

nevertheless, the

pupils seen to grasp it very well and the results of such a
program liavo boon commended by several institutions of high¬
er learning*
School IT

30eras

to be below average in man/ phases of their*

program and yet the atmosphere is very pleasant and relaxing
and there is a groat deal of communication between groups
through the art program.

This department also aids in schooll

and civic needs to a great extent - perhaps too much*

They

also ranked high, however, in the amount of perception put
forth in tho teaching of art*

04

School 0 is also a largo school which ranked very
with no

itm shocked

below avox'Og© *

It would uoeu

w*a%. tain program lias boon veil planned a: id In good Yxork*
Z°*i or-doi* for several yoaro*

Soao raiuor Improv&MnbB z&?

bo undo but in gonci'a! the program appear® to bo fulfilling
the Beads of the x>upils to a high degree*
bchool I is also a largo school with a well established
62^t

program.

They \;opo averago in alwwst every inspect with

a lev? xtoi*vs ranking above average#

hodopa methods or teaching

ai’w oro employed, the room set-up la excellent, tho course of
Study is well plai*uod, and tho number o* -uiatorlals oucoods
that of many schools*
S<>chool Q ranked about average hi the need for Improve*
norit aa regards tho teacher^ interest in tho loss^talented
student, tho amount of correlation, and tho aesthetic appeal
of th.:, art program and tho amount of p arc opt ion to bo employod in the instruction*
School 1 rar-fjod very low in many phase a of tho art work
but tho amount of attention given individual pupils is bettor
than c.vorago*

"Tho roaaons far the low linking in other respects

u&o not detected but it :xuay bo acted that part of it night bo
duo to t*so :, .iuod grouping in the art class and the .fro© atmos¬
phere of the entire sc ool*
Solio-ol S also mike quite leu*

One reason for this might

bo because of the groat turnover of art tone hors in the school*
However, as far as op; lie at ion of art principles to their ©very

dccj needs la concerned, they ranked above average *

rrhis

of course Is a eomondable feature#
School T was a very high ranking school without any
below averse* mrks#

Although there were very large classes

they cocried to bo vorp orderly and their work was that of
well trained students with a fim background of the olcsjoato
of corroeliion and color and a great use of Imagination.
ntrx.mry of Data Concerning Criteria — In regard to
pupil interest it 000:13 tliat in the majority of school5
pupils worked quite well and tiicy apparently enjoyed tho
art class a great deal as evidenced by tlic amount of well
planned work which was produced and tho mount of extra
work accepted and desired#
As far as pupil participation is concoraod tho programs
in general ocean to be ones having a good atmosphere and in
nost schools tlicro is a groat freedom in tho use of materials *
Although teachers generally are interacted in all their
students, there arc some who diract their attention toward
til© rioro talented students and do just enough to keep the
others busy during class tine*

On the whole they are doing

a good Job of stimulating tiio pupils so that real creative
work results •

This takes more time on the port of tho teach**

era and It Is not by any noans, as easy as offering only on©
assirpSRsnt or suggestion#

However, noot of those teachers

wore at least trying to give the proper stimulation to their

pupils#,

^ jf.: * \ vV ’

j;

As *ar as using art as a nouns of oorxumioation xim

t

oonoomed tno t o sobers so ©rood to bo successful to a consider**
ablo *»QZ*oe.

Howim.r, uai-o oould bo done alona t la line,

especially in tho way of student oidiibito outs Mo of tli©
school Itself*
t

^ ^ work which was used us a unifying process was
neatly by way of aid to other departments and group# in and
out a Mo the school.
cor 2'elation*

More can bo do no alone tho linos of

Tills oft on hinges upon tlio cooperative attitude

be two on departments f bowoviv, and if such a thine is lacking
thoro ic not ouch that tiio art department can do alone*

They

ooji try to encourage cooperation liowever by assistin'; v/lion they
can & tho work of tho other departments.
j

As far as tiio Intellectual appeal of art is concerned,
in same Instances there was too nuch stress on book knot?lodge*

Tiiafc is, scoo teachers still hold to tho Idoa that pupils
should iiave a f tea foundation for their art work by studying
all the periods in which groat works wox'o collated.

Tills

does not give them a true appreciation of such work mid the
%

oourso sometimes becomes stilted*

■ .♦

The aesthetic appeal of art in practically every progress
observed was very strong and pupils scaled to appreciate cor-*
tain elements of art work which arc rather Intangible but
necessary in order to produce a real work of art*

Teachers

sees* to bo teaching aesthetics in a Planner which can bo

understood by persons at this ago lovol*

~
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Ao evidenced by the work or the pupils it would s sen that
noat of tho art students wore better able to express their

fooling Giid ©motions through thoip painting and other art wrote
tiian oould probably bo expressed in words or any other nedlii.u
The work was not lacking in critical judgment, aa a rule, but
rather It showed great improvement duo to ouoh critic ions.
In most programs the be autico or uaturo wore explained
rather indirectly by tho teacher when pupils Wore assigned
to do outdoor sketches with an eye toward a true representation
of tho oolor in nature.

They wore also taught, by moot teachore,

to ooloct tholr own subjects and arrant thorn in an orderly
fashion so that oxtroncous material was clicinatod.

There is

still son© need of improvement along thoso linos, but it will
not bo accomplished until tho teachers thcmaolvoa can sc© Its
Value•
In several programs there ocorns to be a lack in the creat¬
ive type of art work.

Pupils arc ovidontly not stimulated

enough so timt thoy can create their own works of art without
interference or influence from outside factors.

However, in

almost all classes, practical application oX* art work was
stressed by the teacher so that pupils oould carry this know¬
ledge into th© solution of everyday problems.
As far as preparation for further art study is concerned,
most teachers did not teach sc that pupils would be prepared
to enter art school but some did make a distinction In tho
work assigned to different groups within one class.

GG

Pupils were taught to uoo their orni imagination In
schools who
but in

mm?

q

non-ob j oc t ivo end abstract painting was taught ,

Pfocnm pupilo wero limited to the Ideas and

piano of tho teacher and wore not allowed to tom Kiwi? own
opinions and judgments•
fisveral media woro used in most largo ochoolo observed
but In son© or tho smaller schools lack of funds ecaa to pre¬
vent an or. tensive array of tools or materials.

In a few

schools whor# pupils were allowed to enpe inont with materials,
aono voxv original ideas wore brought forth by use of the limit¬
ed materials on hand*
Techniques naturally differed in most schools and o von

in each class*

A for; teachers required pupils to conform to

certain retaliations concerning the ap llcation of paint and
other media*

In tlw majority of school© observed, however#

visualisation and perception wore stressed by tho teachera
so that most pupils did a groat deal of constructive thinking
about their work beforo they actually created a picture#
On the whole, the criteria judged scorned to be present
and In good working order in moot of the schools®

Some should

be stressed more than others but tills Is defcemlned by the
actual conditions present in each Individual class*

v»-
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OS XmAl. 0B3KHVATI0B3 OF AT.V FROOJSAHS

CH&PTK3 VI
Gimnxh OBGSmVATXOHS or A'T PROGRAMS AID ni:XJ0tSlKBDAtI0^3
FOR IMPROVEMENT
This gtudy is not, nor does it protend to bo, exhouotlvo*
However, aoiao or tho strong arid weak points or classes oboorv*
od will bo aontionod here.

In addition, sorao roconuendatIons

for general Iraprovcnont of high soliool art progress will bo
«ado by the author on the basis of previous study, road Inis
and observations.
Strong and V/eak I pints of Classes Obsorvofl ~~
four wain divisions which

There aro

to cover tho whole art progran

and those will be discus a ad hero for their strength or wools*
nose as they wore found in the art cla-sos observed.
Tho first divldon to be discussed will bo the course
of study itself.

Most of the courses of study of tho classes

observed emphasised practical application rather then thoordtleal knowledge •

This is a very strong point in the favor of

tho classes observed and tlia results of the art work will attest
to tale*

on© practical application of art work appears in tao

great amount of correlation which was present in the way of
illustrations for scliool publications, posters, scenery and

ooaturaeo for dmmtio productions end do corat ions for school
affairs.

Some of tho schools gooes to bo csora concerned with

the aattcr of correlation ti:mn others but on the whole, there
is noro of it dono by way of the art class then is realised,
no of the art classes worked in conjunction with a social
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studies class In constructing a model oostemlty*.

Pablos

arrancod In tho art rocaa and students made the buildings,
trees, roads and other articles necessary for their node! comsronlty#

Thoao were all 2:1ado to scale and their construction

Grew out of a discuss Ion of comunity planning for their own
city*
Jediioit Ions as a part of the course prove to b© eutroLioly
valuable*

In -may corminitlec the art work of high school pupils

was ©adiibitod in the town library# comunifcy house# stores and
other public places as well as the school*

In souq schools

opociol display windows ware provided in the corridors and ©it*
hiblfclonc of current art work wore sot up at various times*
A display of nowd articles concerning tho lives and works of
fauouc artists was another neons of introducing the pup lie to
the Importance of art*
Soruti schools hod on art club which enabled pupils to got
Inst inaction in art when tho schedule of their other classes
would not permit tham to take a regular art coui’so*

However,

if tho art club is run so that pupils are given com. leto froodon without any guidance it is of little value.

The art teach-

or must teach those pupils tho cauo as regular art students*
Although the oourao of study appeared to bo well planned
and carried out in moot schools there were a few classes where
certain weak points appeared*
lusion of art eppreolation*

Duo of these concerns the inc¬

Mmrp this was taught as a dis¬

tinct part of the course# it aosaetiiaes proved to be dull and

uninteresting to the pupils#

Homo courses In tho history

or art In high school program also tend to bo lacking la
Interest#
In class os where mechanical drawing and art wore ana
oi'id tho sooo course there
ai’t instruction#

3coned

to bo a great weakness in the

In one school tho art toucher was obliged

to touch aochauioal drawing to a group of eight pupils and
in the some hour# she taught free l^and drawing to a group
twelve pupils#

Her attention was dividdd to ouch an ax**

tout that she could not do juatico to any student#
methods employed by the art teacher in presenting
her subject are ©xtraaoly in ortant to tho success of a
oroat ivo art program.

Some or the not hod 3 used by the to ack¬

ers whoa© classoc were observed for this study wore both Inter¬
esting and stimulating.

A few will bo mentioned lie;*o but these

do not# by any means# include all the possible approach®# to
the teaching of art.
One of tho ootliode which showed good results# was tlmt of
outdoor sketching axid pointing#

This is possible as a rule

in the spring and av.itun» :>x»ovidcd classes arc not too largo.
Pupils who wore exposed to tlxia zaefchod of teaching soemod to
got a clearer picture of things which they were trying to draw#
A certain amount of imginary drawing la noc cssary but drawing
fresa nature as it actually appears is a good method of really
learning to see things no they arc in their natural mwix'otmoxit«
Drawing from

oaod models was used with great results in

many ociiools*

Students oxpocod to this t>ypo or work seemed to

on joy thazacolvo* a grant doe! and their re pro a on tat ions of tho
models v/ere quite remarkable*
Vixen a not/ subject Is Introduced it is up to the art
teacher to plan a net? method or introducing the subject in
order to stimulate interest and insure creative results*

One

class happened to be working on descriptive lettering at tho
tino when they were being observed*

Tho subject of lottoring

was made extremely valuable hero since the pupils were able to
soc the practical application of such work*

After the fund¬

amentals of spacing arid arrangement had boon discussed the
teacher gave an Interesting asoigriaofct#

The asked the pupils

to work up coos lettering which would describe such things as
ooll, soft, host, jewelry, fire and many other words*

They

wore to do this by painting tho letters in such a fashion tlrnt
%

tho person reading tho word would lex ted lately got tlio fooling
which it was trying to convoy*

For example, th* word Mhoatn

.owed flanes rising above each lotto:', while tho word rtOoldw
showed snow on top of each letter*
Another notliod of sthnulating interest in art included
trips to museums and exhibit* as well as dcaoMtxtttloiae of
special materials and technique*
also effective*

Hovien and iliac* wore

Art contests were used by some teachers a0

a means of stimulation.

Although &am good vaults wore at¬

tained, if to much stress had boon put on these contests they
night have boon detrimental since they would have detracted
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from othor needs In the course*

Although there wore

ooi&ieudable laothods employed

u*i art instruction. In cone instances It was found that the
art class was disarranged, with voiy little order*

7b© work

aooon llshccl uoro allowed such a d Isold or sinoo It v;ao ipreatXy
lacking in good design and subject xaatter*

Dlaorrangonent is

not to bo confused with the lack of dicciuliao#

mm it is

said that tko class Is disarranged the meaning Is that fcho
course it self coons to bo a Jumble of nany types of work with
no progression present*

Although Instigation in several

phases of ait work is advocated, the instruction must, of
necessity, bo in same order*

For exam lo, before pupils begin

to paint scenes which inoludo buildings, they should be taught
the principles of perspective and good proportion#

Again, no

claim is nadc that several class hours or ovon ono hour should
bo spent on perspective as a distinct pari of the course#
Instead, it should bo explained wiion the individual need arises
for it#
The copy method is ono which is definitely weak#

'[‘hero

wore not may teachers who permitted copy in,.: directly from
paintings and drawings#

Gone tanchora, however, permitted the

use of photographs which is close to direct copying*

It is

not necessary for pupils to copy other artiste in order to
produce a good piece of work and Invariably those who use
direct copy methods become stilted, and in the end, they re¬
press any natural talent which they may possess*

oC uatorlals used In tbs high school art
cXaa*ma was mv? smbiryto®.

It would appear that a&lalstm*

M--4.S are bog*nn.*ng to aoo the worth of art education noro and
noi>°* 2113 Indicated by the variety and nunber of art materials
tifjcd in th© high schools.
tiioy ai'c eocors^-^cu..

in order to insure proper results

if a course in typewriting was to bo in**

EUijuratGd in the schools tlm administrators would not think
of asking t2xe touchers to teach typewriting on machines with
paper *:oycv

So to, in an art progran, the proper tools rract

be provided in ordor to incur© the beat results.
art materials Included several types or

In general.

aint as well as

charcoal, pastel, materials Tor block printing and
leather work.

Many other art materials will bo rationed in

the recoeraondatIona Tor iapivvosuont of art classes.
unfortunately, a few art classes wore restricted in the
use cf uakcu ials •

The uain reasons’ fox* this restrict ion wore

lack oX* funds fox* purchasing tbaa or lack of space for storing
thou.

fad to say, the art teaehsr In some cases was responsible

because of liar personal lack of interest in tlx® particular
notarial#

Saae teachers said that they did not use charcoal

or pastel la their classes because it was "too mossy"«

Other

teachers caid that tlaey folt that finger painting and paper
sculpture wore above the level of high school students#

fupilo

at tills stage of their schooling should be exposed to as noisy
feme of art as possible, not only in preparation for a part¬
icular career whore laaowlcdgc of art la necessary but also to

prepare Tor bettor living and the development of irorthwhil®
iiobbloo.
*^iC

general division to bo discussed hop© Is that

of w*io pay ©leal oet—up of the art room .

?-!&ny rooms wore very

pleasant places with the work of pupils displayed on the walls
and about the room.

::iio eevoncoaont of chairs and tables in

saao schools was especially good, with still life groups set
up in places which could be easily viewed fposa any point in
the room*

One art roam had a sign on the door which road

rArt Studio”.

Just the nemo "studio” scorned to giv© the roaaa

an atmosphere which was different from the regular roots, used
for -oneral rooitatlor* puri osos.
ioul&r room was especially

The lighting in this part*

pod for art work.

This is a

very in.ortant foaturo in the physioal nrJ-:o-up of an art room,
There v/oro several woohnccsea however* pertaining to the phy¬
sical sot up of the cat clause© observed.

Ono of the uoro

notici able once w&a the lack of working space for pupils.
They v/erc orouped so such In soma rooms tliat It would be im¬
possible to uso paper larger than twelve by eighteen Inches
on the work space allot tod to each individual.

In some caeos

they wore not permitted to novo from their chairs one opt to
obtain supplies*

®bs cause for look of space in most schools

was the ©iso of pupil Qixrollxsont»

Although classes should

bo large enough so that pupils may share each others art ex¬
periences and learn fron each other* they should bo limited so
that the art teacher con have t&a© to assist each pupil lit
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ovozy class period.
and poorly orrangod.

Samo room war© Inadequately lighted
Loci: of storage space was a groat

hindering factor because it prevented the uao or such mtorlala no plaster or paris, block prints, wood carving, ringer
painting and mural painting#

Tho euro Tor all these ilia in

rioct schools would moon oho construction or a new building
or arrangement for a now class roan or larger arsons ions*
:*: ine* this is im..os siolo

most coo os# it is tho duty or

administrators end teachers to utilise ovoxy possible ap>aco
ror art no ode and to rearrange materials v.iienovor q now
notujod would soccu to interooos the efficiency or tho arrange¬
ment*
liemondations for muprovc^aont of tho Art ?rog2*»^p
Oosorvod «*— Although taoro arc limitloss ouggostions muclo ror
tho improvement or art programs according to reliable refer*
onces available, a list will bo drawn up hero merely as a
proposal or points necessary Tor tiio development of an im¬
proved art program*

They arc by no moons tho only important

parte or a creative art pi'ogx’am needing improvement but they
arc, in the opinion of tho author, those things which would
soon to aid the progress of tho classes observed.

Ilo oa&omt

will bo made conceding them but if further information about
tlxoa is desired, it nay be obtained from the references listed
in tho bibliography or from several other reliable books on
art education#

Centre® of study
;!oro Inclusive in subject natter
*•'01*0 correlation In subject saatter with other departments
Practical application of art appreciation
Indirect Inclusion of art history
Assistance in art work for school publications

,

Assistance In decoratIons
social affairs*

posters and displays for

Art Club
1’oaohlng nothods

n

blanket direct iono follov/ed by individual inntruotio

Description and instruction in the use of noro varied
typos of Tied la
p

Creator use of nodolc
Hose outdoor sketching

More haag Inary painting
visits to miscusss
Ilore- exhibits
Greater stress on crafts
Dovelo^sioat of worthwhile hobl to©
Materlain
3&te? 00X02*8

Charcoal, pastel and conto crayon
Finfer paint
Paper sculpture
Paper mache
Clay and soap for sculpture work
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Ltnoloun blocks Tor block printing
Text 11© paints
’Tools and uatorl&ls for leather work
I-hyslcal sot^up or the rocu
Adequate floor space
Indirect lifting
Fainted mils
Sink with warn and. cola water
IjCzij tables for special projects
Slovakia tables arid clmiro
IVall space for uuralo
Adequate storage space
Several display boards
Oldie© for art teacher
Possible C one ins lone •*— On the whole the cut progress©
studied for this problem wore creative in nature and they
appeared to bo fulfilling the needs of the pupils *

However#

there wore cuuo that wore locking in organisation and these
seoiaod to be losing the pi’,.per perspective of a creative art
pro^raia*

hie roconu citations which wore siade above are not

conulcto perhaps but in regard to the special schools studied
there weald eccm to be a need of 3<xw kupram&oufc as regards
subject matter, teaching methods, podia and physical set*up of
tuo roon*

Boaeoae for the inadequacy of the progrox&o studied

tiny be uawy, accord hig to each school, but if at3iaiuietr»tora
and teachers ospeelolly bceoxae aware of these deficiencies
stops nay bo taken to right bha& and fma then on, creative
progress is dnovitlble«
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DHPAnil-ILK? OF EDUCATION
tfovanhor 10, 1040

Superintendent of Schools
Door Sir:

At tho prooont 1fcaot 1 aiz engaged in a study of creative
art program in tho tenth grade# lly first stop was to prepare
a list of criteria for Judging a good art program. This lias
boon completed and I sn not sending this list to a group of
solooted schools, of which yours is ono*
I would greatly appreciate it if you would send this
list to tho grade ten art teacher in your school for considerat ion#

Vory truly yours.
Honey d. Kollohcr

* to r>T. 'tr~\

**■ t

LdTuhH TO OtTUkm Tim Afflt TKACHER

The Deportfciont of Education
Uriiver s ity of llassaokusetta
iU&er©t, LSaosaclausot t s

November 16, 1043

To The Grade Tea Art Teacher:
At tb© pro cent fchao I as» ©nc&o©d la a study concerning
a creative art p roarer* In tenth grade. Ily first job vms to
prepare a list of criteria to bo used in evaluating a good
art prograsu The questions on the second sheet are tentative
criteria# khut do you think of then? Would these questions
give a fall- evaluation? I would appreciate it if you ivould
consider these on the basis of your omi judgment and experience
arid chock r,yecr? or rnon in the o] aco provided#
I have included a ata.:yod cell'-addressed envelope for
your convenience* If you wlch to knot/ the results of this
study in tones of a list of criteria to be used in evaluating
an art progress in tenth grade, please check r*yoa” in the place
provided on the aback list*
fours very truly.

honey J

Pcllehor

CK2C& List £D^¥X0HKAXS®

if you think
ovaluatin; a good
not, ohock n:io,?.
criteria that you
Yes

So

that those criteria should ho used in
art program in grade ten* chock rTYosn$ if
fhora is space provided for additional
conoidor valuable*

1.

lo Uiorc pupil Interest?

A
O•

Do the pupils imrticipato frocly in the program?

Oo

Is tliere a good ciiount of stimulation by the toacho;

4*

Id the art taught valuable as a neons of commun¬
ication?
Is the art tau lit valuable as a unifying process?

r>*

Doan the art prograa have intellectual appeal?
n* s

Do oc fcko art prograa have cost he tic appeal?

G.

Is the art used as a neons of expression?

0.

Is the art used to shou the beauties of things
around uu?
Is the art taught In a creative not copy fashion?

.

10

11a
TC
MO
*1 r»

14.

Is the art taught so as to prepare students for
further art study or art careers?
Is the art program presaoting active use of itlogination.
Is the art program describing proper-use of luodia?
Is the ai t progi-as demonstrating several art
techniques ?

lb.

.

10

17.

llcto:

Do you wish a copy of tko results to be sent to you?
Yea

Do__

tSTteh to prahciPALs as;:iho
jpbehibsiob ?'• obsh&ve cu&sss

8 IXeCluro St root
Arshorst, Kaaeachueotts
February 24 9 1040

Principal

Dear sir:
At the present time I asa engaged in a study of
High School art j>rogrcc.ia, as a part of the work to be ctsa~
pietod Dor a Paster1a Degree* One phase of this study
requii^oa tliat I visit several art clas:ea in ardor to oaawor
some quest lozxa concerning art education of the pres exit tJ&e*
I should like very much to visit the art claooos
of your high school in connection with this
bo in the vicinity on Parch

*>>

wU'-'j •

X m.&uH

and if It is convenient for

you and the art teacher I should like to visit your school
on that Cay.
Very truly yours*

honey J* rrollohor

Tug citations Hated In this bibliography arc by no
moons a complete list of all the references that mipht be

round concerning topics discussed in tills study.

However,

/

thoy do include those references fron which direct quotations
we.e taken*
Caoawoll, Hollis, Education In the “ leuontarv School* rev
York, American look Company,' 1042, p* XOT~
Collins and Hi ley , Art Appreciation for Junior and Senior
-Ijh Ccnools , iTew~!ioVk* Haro our t f TFace 'aHtl
Company, 1.251, p. 255
Dewey, John, Art Ac lY-perlenco, How York, Hinton, Balch and
Company, rjbr, pp. Hl^c«05 - 77
Dowoy, John, Construction and Criticism. How Pork* Coltacbia

UnlveroIty Proea,

16S5,

p*

£1—

Dix, Lostor, *A General Uducatoi^Alma and lur^osos” Educators
report on Art IducatIon 111 (October, 1017)
~
Haney, Jones, Art Education In the public Schools of tho
United Abates, TTew Yo'rTT, AmoFIcari Art Annual, 1000
pp* 7G~7
Kankaxior, C. A*, nA Point of View” Art Education and the
Art Toucher, VI (Hay, lOdTJ
"
Ha.Pii, Otto II*, "The Valuo of Art to tho People”
Hayasino of Art,(July, 1924) pp# 535*57

The American

Floliolaa, Florence, ot al Art Activities In tho Modem School
New York, Tho HaciulTr& tfibpanyi' "1587," iSSS pf> *
Pearson, Ralph, The Now Art Education, Sew York, Harper and
Bro ‘dicrTTTm^r~:Tsnnahlli, Sallio, lino Arte for Public School Adplnistrators,
Stew York, Tjili’eau of" 'Tu^X’Icatlons jTTcacHers 'College
Columbia University, 1952, 145 pp*
Ullch. Robert, Conditions of Civilised Living, How York, I,* P.
Putton anT^oTT^
Winslow, Loon, Art in necondary I-ducatlon, Hew York, Me arm*
Hill Hook ^ompaiiy'p# 291
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